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How many mathematicians were saints? Some medieval cases come to mind, such as Thomas Aquinas
and Albertus Magnus, who included mathematics in their wide-ranging concerns. But in addition, there
is a relatively modern candidate.
Many of the contributions to mathematics of Faà di Bruno (1825–1888) lay in algebra, especially forms,
invariants, elimination theory, and the partitioning of integers. In addition, he is remembered for a cele-
brated formula giving the derivatives of a compound function (for which there are various precedents, in
fact; he innovated the determinantal form). He also attempted a large study of elliptic functions, though
lack of funds for publishing left only one volume in proof at his death. He was also active in astronomy,
cartography, geodesy, meteorology, chemistry, physics, architecture, and engineering and designed sev-
eral scientific instruments. Some of these concerns required him to analyze data statistically, which led
him to publish in 1868 a textbook on error theory that soon also appeared in French. Finally, he started a
French–Italian technical dictionary, but did not complete it.
Prior to most of this work, young Faà di Bruno enrolled in the army, serving in battles in the late 1840s.
After military service, he entered the Paris Faculté des Sciences as a relatively mature student, taking
the licence in 1851 and the docteur five years later. (The French educational institutions involved are
not always correctly named here.) A member of his doctoral jury was fellow Catholic Cauchy, on whom
he quickly produced an obituary in 1857. He had also received various manuscripts and lithographs
from Cauchy, material that seems to have been published; but he also owned partial Latin manuscript
translations of two of Cauchy’s textbooks.
After six months in the Paris Observatoire, Faà di Bruno returned to his native Turin and passed his aca-
demic career at the university, teaching courses not only in analysis and geometry but also in astronomy
and meteorology. However, he became only “extraordinary professor in higher analysis,” in 1876, and
failed to obtain a full chair.
From his thirties Faà di Bruno also pursued religious interests, finally being ordained as a priest in
1876. Some of his spiritual writings were directed toward the “Christian soldier,” where he rose to ab-
bot (“abate”) in one industry and captain in the other. He invoked another talent, as musicologist and
musician, apparently self-taught: he published many religious works, especially for voices.
Many of Faà di Bruno’s Christian activities centered upon a new “Chiesa di Nostra Signora del Suffragio”
in Turin: he was much involved in its design and later in the stability of the imposing bell-tower. In 1876
he set up the Foucault pendulum, charging 1 or 2 lire for the viewing. He also formed within the precincts
of the church a little typesetting company, which set his book on elliptic functions. After his death his
successor sold the equipment to a former student, Giuseppe Peano, who was to use it to produce some of
his own publications.
All these many activities are treated in detail in nine articles; they make up nearly half of this excel-
lent book, which seems to be the first in the Faà di Bruno literature to deal in depth with his scientific
side. The rest of the book contains documents and data. It starts with a selection of his scientific cor-
respondence, which is fully cataloged later; there are interesting exchanges with Casorati, Cayley, and
his fellow Catholic and former Paris classmate Hermite. Then comes a file of professional career docu-
ments, a chronology, a suite of photographs including the church and some instruments from his cabinet,
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Cauchy texts. (Many of the manuscripts and artefacts are held in the “Istituto Faà di Bruno” in Turin, a
religious institution based upon a school that he had founded.) The bibliography of the book is followed
by the name index; however, it is not succeeded by one for subjects, which is a pity given the wide range
of them covered.
Faà di Bruno was born the last of 12 children into an aristocratic and seemingly quite wealthy family.
A social activist, he used his resources to found several institutions, such as a school and a home for
destitute domestic females and another for young mothers. Presumably for these endeavors and for his
religious writings, after the customary wait of 50 years after his death, moves were started in 1928 for
his canonization. The most important qualifying stage of this convoluted process [Woodward, 1990] was
achieved on 25 September 1988, when Pope John Paul II issued a beatification homily. Further progress,
it would seem, needs a miracle!
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Peano (1858–1932) passed his career at the University of Turin. He made notable contributions to arith-
metic, mathematical analysis, and aspects of geometry, to the popularization of Hermann Grassmann’s
algebra, and to features of mathematics education. But above all he was a major pioneer of “mathemat-
ical logic”—Peano’s phrase, in the modern sense—both in its own right (including the new Cantorian
set theory) and also in the symbolic and axiomatic formulation of various mathematical theories. For
